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Across 

3.    Director _____ Walsh directed Big Brown Eyes. 
6.    Eve's last name 
7.    The jewel thief goes to the ______just to scope  
       out women's jewelry. 
9.    Benny thinks that it's a member of his gang  
       that shoots at him when he leaves the police  
       station but it's really _________ . 
14.  The production of the voice in such a way that  
       the sound seems to come from a source other  
       than the vocal organs of the speaker 
16.  Benny Battle had a habit of saying "How's it,  
       _________ ?" that got him into trouble. 
17.  Mrs. Cole's dog's name is _______ . 
18.  Eve's jealous of the ____ in room 408. 
19.  Danny is investigating a ___ theft. 
20.  Joan Bennett also co-stars with Cary Grant in  
       another movie that came out in 1936  
       _______________ . (two words) 
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Down 

1.    In Big Brown Eyes, Joan Bennett says this line 
which was made famous by Mae West. (seven 
words) 
2.    Eve quits her job as a manicurist at the 
barbershop and takes a job as a _______ . 
4.    Danny Barr's occupation 
5.    Danny's excuse for breaking a date with Eve  
       was, "Some Texas guy got taken for thirty  
       grand so Daniel Barr and his ____________ was  
       elected to make the pinch." 
8.    Barr says that if he's responsible for catching  
       the jewel thieves he will be promoted to _____. 
10.  Walter Pidgeon also played the part of Walter  
       McBride in this 1953 Cary Grant movie. (two  
       words) 
11.  Danny asks Eve to marry him and settle down,  
       get a nice little place on ___________ . (two  
       words) 
12.  Danny orders this to drink at the soda  
       fountain, a ___________ with a cherry on the  
       bottom. (two words) 
13.  Cortig, one of the jewel gang members, fires a  
       stray bullet that kills a ____ in the park. 
15.  When Danny and Eve get the stuck dresser  
       drawer open, this is in it. 


